Chaos in biometry.
Although the study of chaotic and periodic phenomena began as recently as the 1960s, its subsequent development during the past few years has been extremely rapid in terms of both theory and practical application. The purpose of this paper is therefore to present an overview which will enable researchers with little prior knowledge to assess the relevance and potential application of nonlinear systems to problems in medicine and biology. Deterministic dynamic behaviour is examined through discrete logistic-type equations; stochastic behaviour is studied by superimposing an appropriate birth-death structure. Analysis of a variety of insect data sets shows that periodic and chaotic structures do indeed feature in natural populations; the classic Nicholson's blowfly data are viewed from both stochastic limit-cycle and deterministic chaos standpoints. Determination of the attractor dimension can be an invaluable aid to the understanding of biological and medical phenomena, and convincing examples include phase-space comparisons between healthy and sick humans for both EEG and ECG records.